Our Vision is to create a world in
which electrical energy is available
to every individual, regardless of
their geographic location, financial
means or technological capabilities
Apollo Power develops innovative
technology solutions and products
in the solar energy field. Among
our developments are flexible solar
films, designed to transform any
surface under the sun to an energy
production source.

learn more at
apollo-power.com

EVERYWHERE
FOR
EVERYONE

WHY US?

WHAT DO YOU GET?
BATTERY

INPUTS

designed to withstand any weather

LiFePO4 12V 20-100Ah.

You can connect 3 solar panels with

(IP65) and planned to last longer

The best battery for solar systems.

up to 300W together, to shorten the

Designed to last longer

charging time, or connect to a wall

MODULAR - SCALE UP WITH

HIGH QUALITY

APOLLO POWER! You can chain
systems to enlarge power capacity
OPEN SYSTEM

WORRY-FREE

Changeable battery, up to 1280W,

Made with the best components,

to suit your needs

so you can stay calm

Universal inputs – use the
solar panel you already own

VISIBLE

Variety of appliances - With multiple

Our LCD screen and battery status

outputs you can turn on the light,

LED keep you updated at all time

charge your phone, watch T.V. and

outlet to use as a backup system
THE BRAIN
We designed our PCB to extend

OUTPUTS

battery life. Our PCB allows you

10 DC Outputs Sockets - 3 sockets for

to charge your system from any

lighting and T.V. 4xUSB, 3xCar Sockets

solar panel, wall outlet or from
another system

FINANCE
Supports different PAYG methods

even cook, all at the same time
PRODUCT WARRANTY
36 months on the system only
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GENERATING ELECTRICITY
SOLAR PORTABLE GENERATOR FEATURES
High Quality designed to

Universal inputs use the solar

withstand any weather (IP65)

panel you already own,

and planned to last longer

and connect up to 3 panels
at a total input of 300W

Open System Changeable

Modular Scale up with Apollo

battery, up to 1280W,

power! You can chain systems

to suit your needs

to enlarge power capacity

GENERATING VALUE
While your Apollo’s system is
waiting for your next adventure
or a power outage, plug it
to a solar panel or to a wall

WHAT ELSE?

outlet and the system will sale
processing power,
to earn you money.
IT IS EASY TO USE,
JUST PLUG AND EARN.

BATTERY
LiFePO4, 20-100A

ZERO ANNUAL EXPENSES

INPUTS
Connect 3 solar
panels up to 300w
Or connect to wal outlet

MAINTENANCE FREE

OUTPUTS
4xUSB
3xCar Sockets
3 DC sockets for lighting

NOISE FREE

HEALTHY AND SAFE

3 YEARS WARRANTY

